
In the society of control, permanent availability has replaced the 
idea of representation. That means that the attempt to re-present has 
expanded beyond any limit of gravitation, and it contracts in the no-
tion of real-time. This is only possible because of a shift: what is in 
fact subject to control are just images rather than the lives of individu-
als themselves; while the micro-mechanisms of diciplinary power are 
concerned with the production of a self, the society of control operates 
through profiling: instead of copies of an original, these profiles are 
animated images of a self that need to be multiplied infinetely in order 
to satisfy the insatiable demand for omnipresence, which renders pos-
sible the very idea of control. 

7. 

The subversive potential that once characterized the simulacrum has 
been dispelled to an imaginary area below the noise margin. Here, in 
a state of exile, it enjoys a regained freedom of movement that is op-
posed to the very idea of purification through compression. Rather 
than the border of the image towards an underground territory that is 
unconscious or whatever, the noise margin folds into a spatio-temporal 
matrix in which data is pointless in the three dimensions, of solicita-
tion, purpose, and meaning. In a fourth dimension the linearity of time 
has collapsed: too early, too late, in any case, a false time that is radi-
cally opposed to real-time. In the society of control, this is the area of 
retreat for any resistance against communication. 
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Biometry and Antibodies 
Modernizing Animation/Animating Modernity 

Edwin Carels 

"Prom the invisible atom to the celestial body lost in space, every-
thing is subject to motion ... It is the most apparent characteristic 
of life, it manifests itself in all the functions, it is even the essence 
of several of them." Etienne-Jules Marey! 

In our contemporary culture of ubiquitous media, where all social 
spaces have become saturated with pixels and screens, moving animat-
ed images play an essential role in orchestrating desire and regulating 
behavior. As a stylistic category animation is now more popular than 
ever, as a strategic method it is increasingly pervading our daily lives. 
Infographics are moving beyond screens and monitors to animate both 
social and private spaces. Little LED-indicators turn all types of objects 
into active presences. Precisely in this agitated period of constantly in-
novating mobility and communication systems, media-archeology of-
fers a welcome perspective to situate the effect of new media configura-
tions in our digital era. From the good old cartoon factory to the most 
recent technologies of crowd control, from the cinema to the daily bar-
rage of computerized information: reconfiguring both living and dead 
objects into a controlled flow remains the very motor of modernity. 
Animation functions not just as a visual language, it is more impor-
tantly also a cognitive principle, a training technique that puts matter 
and mind into motion. 

Eadweard Muybridge 
Movement of the Hand; hands changing pencil, ca. '887 
The University of Pennsylvania series, plate 536 
Courtesy of Christine Burgin Gallery, New York 
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At Walt Disney World for instance, biometric measurements are 
taken from the fingers of guests to keep customers from sharing their 
admission tickets from day to day. This kind of monitoring of behav-
ior is not just an outgrowth of the animation industry, it is also at the 
very origin of it. The first concern of both Muybridge and Marey, two 
key figures in developing techniques to analyze and synthesize photo-
graphed movement, was to improve camera-methods for motion cap-

A. Bertrand 11 Namur, clockmaker 
Apparent Solar Time, ca. 1870 
Albumine business cards, glued on cardboard 
Courtesy Thomas Weynants collection/Early 
Visual Media, Ghent 

ture. In the second half of the nineteenth century, physiologists helped 
the industry to develop ergonomic practices to increase the efficiency 
of soldiers and the productivity of the workmen. Even ules ouvriers" 
had to leave their factory not once, but three times, before the Lumiere 
Brothers were satisfied with their imprint on the so-called first film. 
The urtext of the cinematographe thus became a documented case of 
discretely orchestrated crowd control, which very likely was also ap-
plied to the activity inside this successful factory of glass plates for the 
photo-industry.2 

The other "first film" best remembered, L'arrivee du train (1895), 
can also be read as emblematic for the standardization of time, as rail-
road companies needed to maintain schedules over longer distances, 
where as up until then every city'S time zone differed from the next by 
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MIT Press, 1982). 

5 The composer was Carl 
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Edvard Grieg's The March of 
the Trolls and not Saint-Saens's 
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6 Roger Horrocks, Lye Len: a 
biography (Auckland: Auckland 
University Press, 2001), 6l. 
"Lye happened to be in Samoa 
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their romantic preconceptions." 

minutes and seconds. "The rationalization of time characterizing in-
dustrialization and the expansion of capitalism was accompanied by 
a structuring of contingency and temporality through emerging tech-
nologies of representation," claims Mary Ann Doane in her study on 
the emergence of cinematic time.3 Frederick Winslow Taylor, the pro-
claimed first scientific manager and management consultant, would 
later begin producing stopwatches himself to provide to his clientele. 
In live action cinema, time is a reproduction of the actuality that was 
present in front of the camera. In animation, time is a pure product, 
produced by the interaction of the camera and the projector. The over-
whelming success of the American cartoon from the mid-twenties on-
wards is above all the result of a drastic rationalization of the produc-
tion process, in parallel with the relocation and reorganization of the 
live action film. Innovations such as the use of transparent celluloid for 
the active parts of the drawing, the application of the pegbar, the de-
tailed division of labor, the standardization of the length, all helped to 
attain a constant production flow. 4 With Walt Disney as its captain of 
industry, the Taylorization of production methods peaked on all levels, 
from the application of quicker graphic methods, to the introduction 
of synchronized sound, turning technical innovation into a quality la-
bel, a unique selling point. 

A Lyrical Revolt 

In 1929 the Walt Disney studio produced the first episode of the Silly 
Symphonies, their first real success due to the perfect symbiosis of mu-
sic and image. This Skeleton Dance is the first animated cartoon to use 
non-post-sync sound. The music came first. 5 It immediately followed 
Disney'S initial experiment with sound, Steam Boat Willy (1928), in 
which a childishly cruel Mickey forces animals as well as objects into 
the role of musical instruments. In Skeleton Dance one of the grave-
yard characters even uses the bones of a colleague to perform a xylo-
phone solo. To Disney standards, the cheerful choreography of the sur-
prisingly elastic performers in this animated ossuarium remains a rare 
example of anarchic freedom in a Disney-context, an experimental film 
not produced with any particular audience in mind. 

Also in 1929, but on the other side of the ocean, an aspiring avant-
garde artist slaved over hundreds of black and white drawings to ani-
mate an imaginary creation myth, inspired by Samoan motifs. Upon 
arrival in London the adventurous New Zealander Len Lye was soon 
adopted by a circle of modernist artists. Lye abandoned his original 
plan to continue globetrotting to meet the Russian constructivists. In-
stead, he happily took on the role of an exotic "primitive" himself 
and challenged his new audience with an idiom that was complete-
ly alien to most of them. After two years of drawing and shooting, 
Lye presented his first film to the London Film Society in December 
1929, a conflation of the absolute, radically abstract film experiments 
of the Bauhaus and tribal art from the Maori's and Aboriginals. The 
title Tusalava in Samoan signifies that everything comes full circle; all 
things are looped and remain the same. During his visit to the island, 
before coming to Europe, Lye had drastically decided to give up figu-
rative drawing and had started to develop his own work,6 The mere 
formal emulation of tribal art was soon enhanced by a strong attention 
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left: Len Lye 
Tusalava, 1929 
16mm reduction from 35mm 
film,10min 
Courtesy Len Lye Foundation! 
Govett-Brewster Art Gallery! 
New Zealand Film Archive 

7 Jean-Michel Bouhours and 
Roger Horrocks, Len Lye (Paris: 
Editions du Centre Pompidou, 
2000),199. 

Walt Disney, Silly Symphonies: The Skeleton Dance, 1929 
Video (35mm film original), 5'30" 
© Disney Enterprises, Inc. All Rights Reserved 

to rhythm and pulse through the diverse media Lye turned to. Eventu-
ally he would prefer to define himself as a "motion composer," using 
all sorts of media without restriction. For the premiere Lye invited a 
score from his compatriot and future collaborator Jack Ellit, but the 
combination of two pianos and a "talkie apparatus" never material-
ized, and was abandoned afterwards. Since then, the film has been usu-
ally shown soundless, and albeit praised by Hans Richter, was soon 
overshadowed by Lye's subsequent musical collage films. Then, after 
more than three decades, a scientific documentary filmmaker pointed 
out to Lye how much the movement of his figures resembled the activ-
ity of viruses, and that he had presciently visualized a biological real-
ity. Antibodies in action! Lye considered he had intuitively translated 
into his work knowledge communicated via the "old brain," an un-
trained understanding of vital processes. Or as Jean-Michel Bouhours 
noted: "The principle of self replication explains all of the images that 
an artist produces : in this case, the work is the symbolic finalization 
of a cellular impulse, what the philosopher Henri Bergson identified in 
Creative Evolution as the elan vital, whose representation is, in Berg-
son's view, beyond the grasp of logical thought. " 7 Animation is ideally 
suited to visualize such a deeper, different "nature," inaccessible to live 
action cameramen. 

Both Tusalava and Skeleton Dance are celebratory demonstrations 
of animation's potential to suggest actions beyond the obvious param-
eters of physiology. Swallowed by a skeleton's mouth, the viewer is 
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warped into a universe where nature's laws are no longer univocally 
fixed. 0 matter how unlikely it is to see bones waggle and reassemble, 
or to observe the morphing of cellular monsters, these films do exercise 
an enchantment on the viewer. 

But all these wonders need to be carefully orchestrated. Film can 
follow a partition of music to the single frame. Animation is by defini-
tion the result of a systematically calculated, quantitative method of 
production. Eisenstein understood this irony all too well, when he ap-
plauded the plastic omnipotence of Disney's early sound shorts: "Dis-
ney is a marvelous lullaby for the suffering and the unfortunate, the 
oppressed and deprived. For those who are shackled by hours of work 
and regulated moments of rest, by a mathematical precision of time, 
whose lives are graphed by the cent and the dollar .... Disney's films are 
a revolt against partitioning and legislating, against spiritual stagna-
tion and greyness. But the revolt is lyrical. This revolt is a daydream. 
Fruitless and lacking consequences."8 

The Disney studio would continue to innovate and expand techno-
logical control, but soon all anarchy was evacuated from their universe. 
Mickey had to adapt to wearing white gloves and metamorphosis was 
no longer an option for most figures. Narrative gradually became more 
conventional too and in the feature films the "orphan" syndrome (iden-
tification with the loss of a parent) soon became the standard trope to 
manipulate audience emotions. Lye on the contrary would leave drawn 
animation behind and-by lack of any means-start to work camera-

Len Lye 
Particles in Space, 1957-1979 
16mm film, 4 min 
Courtesy Len Lye Foundationl 
Govett-Brewster Art Galleryl 
New Zealand Film Archive 

less, wildly experimenting with reprinted and tinted found footage that 
he edited to stunning kaleidoscopic effect. Through his radical use of 
the medium, Lye wanted to unleash energy and bombard the viewer 
with dynamic impulses. In a later phase of his career, he played an im-
portant role in the development of kinetic art in New York.9 Eventually, 
Lye returned to black and white filmmaking, and to the conviction that 
his "old brain" could intuitively visualize internal, biological processes. 
As if composing a primitive sort of cardiogram, Lye channeled his so-
matic signals onto strips of film by scratching these with ritual fervor. 
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8 Sergej Eisenstein, Eisenstein 
on Disney (India: Seagull Books 
Pvt.Ltd, 1993), 4. 

9 Roger Horrocks, "Lye Len 
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The titles Free Radicals (1958) and Particles in Space (1979) indicate 
that Lye now consciously wanted to tap into the cellular or even atomic 
dynamics within the human body. He created these final films by do-
ing the one thing every filmmaker wants to avoid at all cost: scratching 
the emulsion, which normally destroys the photographic illusion and 
focuses all attention on the materiality of the image. 

Ken Jacobs 
Capitalism: Child Labor, 2006 
Digital video projection, 14 min 
Courtesy the artist 

And yet, no matter how unconventionally film is treated by such 
artists, without obedience to the steady, regulated rhythm of the pro-
jection apparatus, no illusion of movement or artificial life is possi-
ble. Animation is always the result of an interaction between machine 
and human perception. As an obsessive archeologist, the filmmaker 
Ken Jacobs plays with these historically determined interactions be-
tween mind and matter, physiology and technology. At the same time 
he sketches the industrial complex that generated these conditions of 
the modern experience. In for instance his video-diptych Capitalism: 
Slavery (2006) and Capitalism: Child Labor (2006), Jacobs takes us 
back to the machine room of the Industrial Revolution and evokes 
some of the fundamenta l characteristics of modernity: exercising con-
trol through systematized mass production, the systematic exploita-
tion of nature and human labor, imposing a global, strict time regime, 
standardizing work methods, etc. For the consumer however, it was 
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only the final product that counted. As Tom Gunning notes: "The 
speed of such industrial transformation made it appear magical, oc-
cluding the unskilled labor regulated by the factory system to perform 
repetitive and limited tasks. Skill seemed to be absorbed by the circu-
latory logic of the factory itself, as each task took place within a chain 
of rationalized labor." 10 

In his recent series of video-vignettes (relatively short works tha t 
explore a single, albeit stereographic, still image) Jacobs reanimates 
the culture that generated these views, analyzing and synthesizing 
both formally and figuratively some found materials. While atom-
izing and re-configurating Victorian stereophotographs of a cotton 
plant or a textile factory, he exploits the effect of repetition and im-
poses a paralyzing, monotonous flicker on the visitor, who soon feels 
trapped inside his mechanical optics. From the harvesting of cotton 
to the production of threads, these two video-works explore the in-
dustrial complex from the inside. In his digital filmmaking, Jacobs of-
ten reprises the same structuralist critique as he already demonstrated 
in his canonical film Tom Tom, the Piper's Son (1969-71): the decon-
struction of a found image offers both a close-reading of the materi-
ality of the image with all its intrinsic esthetic qualities, and an exte-
riorization of the ideological regime behind the depicted. Another re-
curring strategy of Jacobs, becoming even more pronounced in recent 
works, is the exploration of threedimensional effects, translated to a 
single screen. ll With these works, Jacobs both explicitly manipulates 
yet completely depends on the collaboration of the viewer. The im-
age only comes about when image, machine and human perception 
are perfectly calibrated. The experience is at once captivating and lib-

Max Ernst 
u ••• sous man blanc vetement, dans man colombodr6me, 
vous ne serez plus pauvres, pigeons tonsures. Je vous apporterai 
douze tonnes de sucre. Mais ne touchez pas ames cheveux!" 
Reve d'une petite fille qui voulut entrer au Carmel, plate 34, 1930 
© SABAM Belgium 2010 
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erating. As Jonathan Crary describes in his study on the nineteenth-
century cultural shift in vision and modernity: "The desired effect 
of the stereoscope was not simply likeness, but immediate, apparent 
tangibility." 12 

The Flight of the Avatar 

While Disney was maximizing on the synaesthesia between sound 
and image, and Len Lye was animating his unique hybrid of tribal art 
and modern abstraction, Max Ernst provoked a blurring of categories 
through his collage novels. The first, La Femme 1 00 Tetes, appeared 
in, again, the year 1929. 13 Collage, a popular pastime ever since the 
reproduction and circulation of printed images intensified in the in-
dustrial era, had become a staple of the artistic avantgarde since early 
Cubism, and Max Ernst already demonstrated its potential since the 
early days of Surrealism. In his series of books, he systematically sub-
verted the (then already nostalgic) status of the engraved illustration, 
the standard visual format before photography took over its place in 
the mass media. In the same period, Ernst also introduced his avatar 
Loplop, an avian creature that frequents his paintings and collages. 
Bird imagery was already present in his earliest Dada works, but be-
came most prominent between 1928 and 1932. The shape of the to-
temic figure alternated frequently, the most recurring visualization was 
in the form of a wing-like hand, associating optics with flight, the bird's 
eye view. Loplop's function was to disrupt the single authority of the 
author/artist and offer the viewer a second vantage point. 

The appearance of the bird was usually highly stylized, but in his 
second graphic novel one collage explicates Ernst's notion about Lo-
plop in a quasi-technical configuration. The manipulated image repre-
sents a zoetrope with threedimensional sculpted birds in varying posi-
tions inside. Through a subtle blending of images one bird appears to 
flee from the "dovecote" and a girl is found trapped inside. Instead of 
looking from the outside into the revolving drum, she finds herself in 
the epicenter of it, and covers her eyes with her one hand, while reach-
ing out with the other. Like his avatar would liberate itself from grav-
ity and observe the world from all directions and perspectives, Ernst 
is here again disrupting the conventional scopic regimes. Breaking the 
rules of the optical toy, he appeals for a more haptic experience, per-
sonified by a dizzy dancer inside a circular diorama. 14 Yet, the original 
zoetrope image-recycled from the science magazine La Nature-al-
ready disp layed a more tactile quality than the traditional two-dimen-
sional figures inhabiting such spinning drums since William Horner 
first invented this spatial elaboration of the flat phenakistiscope (al-
lowing for multiple viewers) in 1834. Originally baptized the Daeda-
lum, this optical toy only started to generate impact when in 1887 the 
American developer, William F. Lincoln reintroduced it under the name 
"zoetrope." It was Marey himself who sculpted that same year a series 
of plaster pigeons in order to present his motion analyses in a giant 
zoetrope for the Academie des sciences. 

The iconography of Marey's research work, particularly the 
chronophotographs, had a strong impact on modern art, starting 
shortly after his death with the Futurists adopting the typical fractured 
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Ellenne-Jules Marey 
Buse volant avec I'appareil qui signale les 
mouvements decrits par I'extremite de son aile 
Source: Etienne-Jules Marey, La Machine 
anlmale. 
Paris: Coulommlers, 1873 
Courtesy Cinematheque 
Private collection 

figuration as a code for signaling speed. Paradoxically modern art of-
ten made a travesty of what was essential to modernity. Regarding the 
aesthetic resonance of Marey, Martha Braun remarks: "Ironically, his 
imagery, so grounded in positivism and so rigorously analytical, served 
those very artists who vociferously rejected positivism and its claims to 
a higher form of knowledge."15 The founder of French cinematheque, 
Henri Langlois acknowledged this ambivalent legacy-the double use 
of a medium as both an objective tool and as a catalyst for individual 
subjectivity-but also re-established the importance of Marey through 
two major exhibitions. 16 

While Max Ernst typically questioned the culture of the engrav-
ing through his collages, Walter Benjamin concurrently revaluated the 
status of the photographic for his, "A Small History of Photography" 
(1931). Inspired by the Surrealists, and fascinated even more by the 
deceptively straightforward work of Atget, Benjamin promotes the 
unique properties of the medium as distinctly different from human 
perception. With this he implied that human sight does not register all 
visual information consciously. Thus the automation of sight invites a 
different, more interpretative reading: "It is through photography that 
we first discover the existence of this optical unconscious, just as we 
discover the instinctual unconscious through psychoanalysis." 17 Likely 
inspired by the chronometric photographs of Muybridge and Marey, 
Benjamin'S analogy between photography and psychology is a rather 
rhetorical one, developed further most notably by art theorist Rosalind 
Krauss. In her sharp critique of the modernist canon in art, she makes 
explicit reference to the colombodrome collage.18 

Before he coined the term "optical unconscious," Benjamin adopt-
ed the concept of "innervation" for his 1929 text Surrealism, already 
referring both to psychoanalysis and neurological theories at the same 
time. In medical terminology, "innervation" indicates both the distri-
bution of supply of nerve fibers or nerve impulses to a body part-with 
the cornea as the most dense innervated tissue in the body-and the 
stimulation (of a nerve, a muscle or body part) to action. It is often a re-
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ciprocal phenomenon, the simultaneous excitation of one muscle with 
the inhibition of its antagonist. "Imagined as a two way process, Ben-
jamin's concept of innervation may have less in common with Freudian 
psychoanalysis than with contemporary perceptual psychology, recep-
tion aesthetics, and acting theory, in particular the Soviet avant-garde 
discourse of biomechanics .... In line with ideas such as those Eisen-
stein was developing, Benjamin discerned a notion of a psychologically 
"contagious" or "infectious" movement that would trigger emotional 
effects in the viewer, a form of mimetic identification." 19 

Even more than regular live action film, animation is a conscious, 
direct appeal to the viewer, who on the one hand finds much less "un-
conscious" information in an image where nothing is accidental, eve-
rything is generated, and on the other hand is required to identify 
(with) artificial movements. Just as a collage imposes the need for ac-
tive interpretation, animation is also a distinct format which activates, 
and functions through combinatorial aesthetics, linking individual 
frames in order to experience movements that only exist in the mind 
of the beholder. 

Le sph)'gmographe de Mare)', eXlrai lC 
de LA .\/ethod. graphlqu<, 1878. (Coll . privee). 

20 Thomas Elsaesser, "Be-
tween Knowing and Believing: 
The Cinematic Dispositif after 
Cinema," (Unpublished paper, 
200B). 

Anonymous 
Marey's sphygmograph 
La Methode graphique, 187B 
Cou rtesy Cinematheque 
Private collection 

From Illusion to Hallucination 

"The debate about the dispositif seems to take for granted that a the-
ory of the cinema is above all a matter of epistemology-of determin-
ing the cinema as a source of knowledge about the world. Any theo-
ry of cinema is by definition 'epistemological."'20 Cinema is only one 
of the outcomes of a long series of optical inventions, most of which 
were aimed at demonstrating new observations about physics, biol-
ogy and physiology. Taking aside the aggressively patent-producing 
Edison (turning invention itself into a Taylorized business), the inven-
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tors of animations such as the thaumatrope, phenakistiscope, zoetrope 
etc. were never intending to claim the mass medium of the twentieth 
century. Even the Lumiere brothers were at first notoriously skeptical 
about the commercial potential of their new observation tool. The de-
velopment of the early technologies of the moving image was a conse-
quence, not a target of the positivist approach to the human body and 
the standardization of its functions through countless tests and obser-
vations. The same attention for systemization, rules and exceptions 
led to the publication of On the Origin of Species (1859). For Darwin 
the notion of life became an autonomous, generative process, a self-
regulating mechanism with an inner logic that could be analyzed and 
explained. The inspiration for this revolutionary theory Darwin found 
in his observations while breeding pigeons. 

The year Darwin dethroned god, Etienne-Jules Marey was just 
starting as a scientist presenting a doctoral thesis on blood circula-
tion, which would be his main field of research for the first ten years 
of his careerY After that Marey started to focus on muscle movement, 
which resulted in La Machine Animale (1873) where he illustrated 
the mechanics of both human and animal locomotion on land and in 
the air with his innovative graphics. From the very beginning of his 
scientific activity, he was already inventing contraptions to translate 
living movement into graphic notation, starting with improving the 

Etienne-Jules Marey 
Etude cinematique de la marche de I'homme 
Source: Marey, "Analyse cinematique de la marche," 
Comptes rendus de seances de I'Academie des sciences, 
session of May 19, 1884 
Courtesy Cinematheque Fran<;:aise 
Private collection 
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24 Mannoni, 
"Etienne-Jules Marey, " 41. 

sphygmograph (first introduced by Karl von Vierordt). The cinema or 
bioscope ("watching life") was neither the first, nor the last optical 
toy championing a scientific name with Greek or Latin origins. Ob-
sessed with automating the graphic recording of life in all its manifes-
tations, invention became Marey's second trade, constructing highly 
original mechanisms to capture the mechanic characteristics of his 
subjects. With his odograph for instance, he could record the number, 
length, and frequency of steps taken by a person walking. For each 
type of animal movement in his "animated bestiary" 22 a new device 
was needed to register its physiological characteristics. His friend Na-
dar noted after a visit to Marey's studio (before he moved to his much 
bigger Station Physiologique premises): "all that can observe, touch, 
listen, count, weigh and measure is summoned there, set up like an ar-
tillery army, ready to target: the dynamograph, the chronograph, the 
densigraph, the hypsograph, the calorigraph-all the graphs." 23 From 
Marey, life was motion, and therefore he firmly disagreed with vivi-
section or mutilation, as this would destroy exactly the phenomenon 
he wanted to analyze. As he was convinced that all dynamics in life 
involved chemistry and physics, he argued they could be measured, 
the only problem being the impact and friction of his recording devic-
es on his subjects. Photography provided the solution. Marey wanted 
to record, not stop movement. Reproducing it was yet another ap-
proach to analysis. In 1867, long before he turned to the zoetrope, 
and later the projection of his chronophotographic images, he already 
inserted notations derived from his polygraph into a Duboscq lan-
tern to illustrate at the Sorbonne the dynamics of blood. 24 Dissatis-
fied with the limited amount of images on discs for projection, such 
as the zoopraxinoscope that Muybridge had been using extensively in 
public lectures since 1879, Marey started work on a mechanical film 
projector in 1892. 

For his official experiments, Marey rarely applied the apparatuses 
he conceived on his own body. Nor did he question his own senses, by 
which he interpreted his recordings. A generation earlier physiologists 
already focused on this aspect. In 1829 for instance, Joseph Plateau 
defended his university thesis in which he deals with the impression of 
colors on the retina, the combination of moving mathematical curves, 
the observation of the deformation of moving figures and the recon-
struction of deformed images (anorthoscopes). These investigations 
lead to the publication of another paper in 1832, on "a new genre of 
optical illusions." Plateau describes the persistence of the image as be-
ing linked to the retina, the common view in the nineteenth century. 
Plateau was not the first to describe the persistence of the image, but 
the first to measure the phenomenon in a reproducible way, and gave it 
the value of 0.34 seconds. The instrument used to demonstrate this, he 
called the phenakistiscope, but his London publisher who began to sell 
the rotating discs commercially a year later, decided for the first edi-
tion on "phantasmascope" and for the second edition "fantascope." 
Plateau distinguished himself from fellow researchers such as Simon 
Stampfer (who around the same time came up with a very similar ap-
paratus, coined the stroboscope) by the often macabre iconography he 
applied to his discs. A little devil breathing into a fire, a young maiden 
turning into an old witch, a ghostly appearance in a monastery corri-
dor: not exactly a typical repertoire for a positivist. 
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Etienne-Jules Marey 
Frequence des battements de I'aile ... , undated 
Plate of original photographs 
Courtesy Cinematheque Franc;aise, Paris 
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Ever since the first magic lanterns appeared, the ambivalence be-
tween the epistemological and the illusory, magic and science, enter-
tainment or education was an essential part of the fascination. The 
very term "illusion" obviously implies that there exists the opposite, 
true vision, real perception. Ever since Athanasius Kircher published 
his famous description of a magic lantern in the second edition of his 
Arts Magna lucis et umbrae (1671) the image of a skeleton or the grim 
reaper, appears time and again as the key signifier for the process of 
animating (moving, resurrecting) still images. The drawings Christiaan 
Huygens made in his 1659 notes, the first one seriously describing the 
projection of moving lantern images, are of a skeleton that toys with 
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its own skull, based on Holbein's Dance of DeathY The lantern only 
received its epithet "magic" in 1668 from the Italian Jesuit Eschinardi. 
In the case of Kircher, and even Plateau, we could relate this canonical 
image of death at work to the religious background they all share. If 
these optical instruments were also called "philosophical toys," then 
the skeleton is the most appropriate motif, a memento mori in motion. 
The skeleton played a central role in the fantasmagoric shows (an ex-
panded media show orchestrated around a hidden magic lantern) that 
were a great commercial success when promoted by Etienne-Gaspard 
Robertson shortly after the bloodbaths of the French Revolution. The 
skeleton juggling with his head recurs as the standard image we see 
whenever a choreutoscope is demonstrated, an invention from 1866 
by L.S. Beale and the first application of the Maltese Cross for trans-
porting film (in this case a glass plate), thirty years before the Lumieres 
would gratefully apply the same principle to their cinematographe.26 

1895 was also the year of Rontgen's discovery, and soon people started 
collecting X-ray photographs as namecards. 

The popularization of science through toys and entertainment 
meant speaking to the imagination as much as to the rational mind. 
Another contemporary of Plateau, the Czech anatomist and physiol-
ogist Jan Evangelista Purkyne, around the same time also conceived 
his version of the phenakistiscope. However, he was more interested 
in non-retinal perception. Purkyne published on subjective vision and 
the effects of several drugs (camphor, opium, belladonna) on human 
perception as from 1819 onwards. He even electrocuted his eyeballs 
to observe the effect, and later on he gave his name to the reflection 
of objects from structures in the eye, the Purkyne images, and also ex-
plained the change of brightness of red and blue colors at dusk, coined 
the Purkyne shiftY The distinction between hallucination and illusion, 
between perception with or without an external object, was clearly de-
fined in 1832 by Esquirol, who used hallucination as a medical term 
for purely mental manifestations, not related to actual sensations. 28 A 
parallel distinction could be made between the photographic and the 
graphic image, and between analog film and drawn animation. Marey's 
research activities comprised both lens-based and purely graphic sys-
tems. But even when applying the photographic procedure, Marey of-
ten stylized his recordings in such a way as to retain only a sequence of 
graphic lines, exoskeletons in action. From his initial work on cardiac 
hemographics, he concentrated his efforts on dynamic processes invis-
ible to the naked eye. Marey first used the zoetrope to study seagulls in 
slow motion. However "universal" his language of visual recordings 
collected on paper, Lumiere glass plates or film, it meant nothing with-
out a trained eye to interpret this ontological data. 

Method and Metaphor 

Although cinema can be considered to be at least four hundred years 
old if one includes the practice of the magic lantern,29 it is generally 
accepted that the first animator started his professional career only in 
1908. Cohl was still a baby when Marey had already perfected the spy-
mograph to record traces of life, which could then be reversed into liv-
ing traces. In the hands of Emile Cohl, the technology for graphically 
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tracing the inner world would no longer reach for physical but mental 
life. He would be more interested in registering thoughts than heart-
beats, inventing the encephalogram rather than the cardiogram. At the 
time Co hI entered the film industry, he already had several careers be-
hind him, as a graphic artist, an editor, a theater writer and actor, a 
photographer, among other activities. Starting at Gaumont at the age 
of fifty-three, Coh! directed over three hundred films in thirteen years. 

With the title of his first film Fantasmagorie he clearly inscribes 
himself into the tradition of Robertson, Plateau and many others, who 
used the prefix "fanta-" to allude to the ghostly aspect of the anima-
tions they produced. But his artificial appearances are more a kind 
of drunken hallucination than a horror movie. Despite a duration of 
less than two minutes, the plot of Fantasmagorie is hard to summa-
rize, given the constant shift of the scenes. The protagonist, merely a 
stick figure, gets involved in several skirmishes and all the objects he 
encounters are caught in a free flow of associative, rapidly transform-
ing images. The stunning pace and bizarre accumulation of rudimen-
tary pictograms might have been the consequence of a certain lack of 
control over his first fi lm, but the consecutive works show that there 
clearly was a method behind the madness. A familiar face in the bo-
hemian world around Montmartre, Emile Cohl was a leading member 
of the Incoherents, a shortly lived anarchic proto-Dadaist movement 
(1883-1887), which mocked all academic art, in particular Symbolism 
and Impressionism. 

Applying his incoherent strategies to film, Cohl first of all carica-
tures the paradigm of cinema. He even simulates the destruction of the 
film screen itself with his protagonist attacking it with a knife.30 By 
way of signing his work, the rapid succession of animated sketches is 
halted by the animator to mend his broken protagonist with a pot of 
glue. Pronounced in French, "Cohl," the pseudonym of Emile Courtet, 
is homophonic to the word glue ("colle"). Collage aesthetics abound 
in his often stunningly hybrid films where a clash of techniques is the 
main attraction. In titles such as Les Locataires d'a-cote (1909), Trans-
figurations (1909), Moderne Ecole (1909), Les generations comiques 
(1909), L'Enfance de l'art (1910) or Les Beaux-Arts mysterieux(191 0), 
Cohl is combining drawn animation with cut-outs, object animation, 
puppet animation, split screen, hand tinting etc. Several effects, nota-
bly the stop motion trick with moving objects, were already familiar to 
earlier filmmakers, and even drawings that moved on their own were 
not entirely new.31 

Yet Cohl deserves his claims to being the first animator, as he was 
the first to devote a film entirely to these techniques (thus moving from 
special effect to standard practice), and to develop a recurring charac-
ter over several films (Fantoche). Some of the technical innovations, 
like the vertical animation stand, were actually first conceived by Cohl. 
Like Melies, Co hi was essentially a craftsman, and much less a busi-
ness entrepreneur. Despite their transatlantic efforts both would be 
overrun by American efficiency in producing, promoting and distribut-
ing his type of work internationally. Also like Melies, Cohl's stylistic 
originality actually was a way of keeping up older cultural formats. If 
Melies can be understood as the last stage magician, then Cohl might 
be deemed the final lightning sketcher, with his automatization of per-
formative drawing.32 
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33 "Cinema is the Last Ma-
chine. It is probably the last art 
that will reach the mind through 
the senses," is a citation from 
Hollis Frampton's For a metahis-
tory of film, quoted in Ian Chris-
tie, The Last Machine (London: 
British Film Institute, 1994), 7. 

In his work, Emile Cohl entertained a lively dialogue with the cin-
ema of his period. He also directed many live action shorts himself, 
and frequently parodied both social and academic institutions with his 
nonsensical (non-)narratives, particularly of the pre-American period. 
A recurring trope to motivate the insertion of animations in his live 
action farces, is the foregrounding of an interface, an existing or im-
aginary optical instrument that confronts the protagonists with their 
inner workings. In one of his earliest works, Le Cerceau Magique 
(1908), a hoop becomes a gateway to a fantastic animated world; in 
Les ]oyeux Microbes (1909) a microscope reveals the pathologies of 
modern life; in Les Lunettes Feeriques (1909) spectacles change their 
qualities depending on the person who wears them and in Le Retap-
peur de Cervelles (1910) a grotesque trepanation follows the cranial 
inspection of a delirious character. 

Etienne-Jules Marey 
Mouvement de main, 1892 
Chronophotograph on celluloid 
Image courtesy Cinematheque 

More than even live action cinema, animated film from the start 
functioned like an antibody, both a symptom of and a reaction to mo-
dernity and all its expectations, restrictions, machinations_ Film com-
edy proved a healthy response to the pathologies of the industrial age, 
consoling the viewer with merry caricature such as the slapstick genre. 
The cinema manifested itself of course as one of the most emblematic 
and profitable machines of the industrial economy,33 a rigorously con-
structed form of entertainment. Dream therapy for the masses, as Ei-
senstein understood early on, an antidote to all those other imposed 
time regimes at work, at school etc. This innervation by the cinema, a 
medium that regulates while at the same time offering a deregulation 
of the senses, becomes an even greater paradox when applied to ani-
mation, where there is no contingency in the image, every moment cal-
culated and controlled by the animator. And yet looming anarchy and 
revolt against the laws of nature is the main attraction. 

If cinema creates illusions-where there is still a reference to real 
world-animation produces hallucinations. It consists of a fantasy uni-
verse with no necessary connections to reality, apart from the reality of 
the projection machine, and the physiological capacity of the viewer to 
recognize and respond to mimetic motion on a screen. 

The optical unconscious of animation lies in its movement, not in 
the image information. As Marey stressed time and again, motion is 
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the most apparent characteristic of life. Movement equals life, it can 
only exist in time. Cinema reproduces movement, animation creates 
time. It is graphic cinema that invented the morph and the warp, the 
impossible transformation of form and the inversion of space.34 In a 
similar way to how Max Ernst perverted the rules of the optical toy of 
the zoetrope, animation perverts the scopic regime of the camera. But 
it's the looks that count: we used quantified motions to trigger emo-
tions. From determining the interval that deceives the brain, to meas-
uring the heart's pulse, to the biometric organization of bodies in front 
of the camera and in the movie theater or the theme park: orchestrated 
desire through regulated behavior is still, more than ever, present in 
our daily interactions with technology. Modernized by the industry, 
animation keeps on transforming modernity in newer, more attractive 
configurations. 
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Execution of Czoigosz, with Panorama 
of Auburn Prison (1901) 

Avery F. Gordon 

What happens if the term animism is no longer used primarily as 
an ethnographic category, but is turned onto Western modernity 
itself? The concept then opens up a very different set of problems, 
at the core of which lies not subjectivity of perception but percep-
tion of the subjectivity of the so-called object. -Anselm Franke 

Leon F. Czolgosz, a 28 year old anarchist and steel worker who of-
ten used his mother's maiden name "Nieman," shot President Wil-
liam McKinley on September 6, 1901 in the Temple of Music at the 
Pan American Exposition in Buffalo, New York. McKinley, who died 
eight days later, is best known for having been assassinated and for 
starting the Spanish American War, presumed to be the first US impe-
rialist war.' 

Very little is known about "the young man with the girlish face."2 
One of seven children of Polish immigrants, Czolgosz was born in 
Michigan and lived and worked in Pennsylvania, Ohio and Illinois. 
It was said he was estranged from his family and solitary, spending 
his free time reading socialist and anarchist newspapers. He was ac-
cused by the editors of Free Society: A Journal of Anarchist Commu-

T. Dart Walker 
Wash drawing of assassination of President William McKinley by Leon Czolgosz 
at Pan-American Exposition reception, ca. 1905 
Source: Library of Congress Print and Photograph Division (cph.3a08686) 
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